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Character in Keynote Speaking & Stand-Up Comedy


The business keynote speaker or stand-up comic as hero,
Even in our fragmented society

Coach Says is published by
Jim Richardson, Comedy Coach and Co-Writer
ORGANIZED COMEDY
PO Box 992
Mill Valley, CA 94942-0992
415-877-4424
jim@jimrichardson.com
The first three (3) issues will be free.
http://www.jimrichardson.com/coachsays/
Photos: clockwise from top left—President
Barack Obama and comic Steve Harvey are
judged by a slightly exasperated Richard Boone
(descendant of Daniel). He contemplates
parentally from his grave: to what degree do these
two guys live up to Boone’s enduring role model
as the Knight Without Armor a.k.a. Paladin in
CBS-TV’s top-rated “Have Gun - Will Travel”?
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Page Tip: mouse over the same 7-button navigation bar (navbar) found at the bottom of every page in this document to see Tool Tips
that describe each button’s function.
For more on Tool Tips, see the next page’s Q & A.
For information on how the audio clip buttons work, see tutorial on page iv’s Q & A.

Navigation: how to find your way around this newsletter
Directions:

This 56-page newsletter is designed to be viewed via the free Adobe Reader stand-alone application in full screen mode.
If you cannot open in full screen mode, you have probably accidentally opened this document inside your browser (Internet Explorer,
Firefox, Opera, Safari, etc.) since the browser prevents full screen mode. Apple’s Preview and other applications also disable navbar
buttons, multimedia, etc. So, you must download the newsletter againWKHQGRWKLV: www.jimrichardson.com/coachsays/archives.html
Note: only click on the above link after you see your mouse’s hand cursor extend its forefinger --

Once you have this newsletter open in Adobe Reader:

If you ever find yourself in Standard mode, then please click “View” at the bottom of this page to toggle between Standard/Full Screen
modes. A dynamic PDF document in Full Screen mode is unlike a web site; so, please resist scrolling. Just click the navbar buttons.

In the navigation bar at the bottom of every page, you can click on these same 7 buttons:
= Previous Page. (Or left arrow or Page Up keys.)

= Next Page (Or right arrow or Page Down keys.)

= Using this button, you can get to any page in this document from any other page. How?
Clicking this button launches a popup menu for the complete Table of ContentsWLSVRQKRZWRXVHWKLVSRSXSPHQX
= Toggles between Standard/Full Screen modes. Or keyboard toggle command PC: Control + L | Mac: Command + L
To return to Standard view, you can also use your Escape key..
= Opens your default web browser and YLD\RXU,QWHUQHWFRQQHFWLRQRSHQVP\7LSRIWKH'D\YLGHRMXNHER[
= Brings up your computers’s Print dialog box where you can make selections to print any or all pages of this newsletter.
After filling out order forms on pages 55-56, please use your Print dialog box to print just those two pages..
= Closes this document.

ii
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Q & A:

Q: Are there any Easter Eggs hidden inside this Vol. 1, Issue
ii of “Coach Says”?
A: Yes: holding your mouse cursor over any image (photos,
etc.) in this newsletter will bring up a Tool Tip offering more
information about that image. If mousing over an image brings up
a 2nd image, clicking that image may bring up a 3rd image.
Q: Why am I not seeing the Tool Tip for some images?
A: When you go to a new page, if your mouse cursor is already
over an image, just move it off the image. Then, move your
mouse cursor over the image again to see the Tool Tip.
Q: How do I keep the Tool Tip text from blocking a key
portion of the image?
A: Move your cursor off the image, then back over a different part
of the image. Now, the Tool Tip will appear in a new location.
Q: I have tried all the above suggestions, but I have never
been able to get a Tool Tip to appear. What am I doing
wrong?
A: Most likely, you have not opened this newsletter in the free
Adobe Reader stand-alone application. Many of the dynamic
features only work in Reader. Go here for instructions:
http://www.jimrichardson.com/coachsays/DUFKLYHVKWPO
Q: How do I know if I am viewing the 1st image or the 2nd
image when I can see the Tool Tip?
A: Mouse off the image. If a new image appears, that is the QG
image.

iii

Q: I can only see the Tool Tip over the 2nd image. Is this
normal?
A: Yes. For 2-image “buttons,” you can only see the Tool Tip with
the 2nd image. For 3-image “buttons,” when you click on the 2nd
image to bring up the 3rd image, the Tool Tip will disappear.

Note: although these are buttons, they usually do not do anything
in this issue except display Tool Tips, and often 2nd & 3rd images.
Q: Where is the contest in this issue?
A: In the Tool Tip on page 50 for the image at the bottom of the
left column, you can find directions on how to WIN a free hour of
coaching valued at $200.
Q: Can I still win the contest in Feb Coach Says, 1, i?
A: Yes: I made the question too easy; so, no one even tried to
guess the answer. Years of teaching have taught me that degree
of difficulty is never a factor. So, theoretically this issue’s
question is harder. Therefore, someone will answer it correctly
before anyone gets the correct answer for the far easier question
in the first issue.
8-)1RWHFRQWHVWVZHUHUHDFWLYDWHG<RXFDQ:,1
Q: After I view a Tool Tip, the right arrow key will not advance
the page view to the next page. What is the workaround?
A: Click on the Right Arrow Button in the navbar at the bottom of
the page.
If that does not work, most likely you have not opened this
newsletter in the free Adobe Reader stand-alone application.
Many of the dynamic features only work in Reader.
Go here for instructions:
http://www.jimrichardson.com/coachsays/DUFKLYHVKWPO
Q: The phone rang while I was listening to one of your audio
clips. So, I clicked the Pause button. Now, I would like to play
the clip back from the beginning. But the Resume button will
only allow me to play the clip from the point where I paused.
Help!
A: Go to the next page for a Tutorial describing how the audio clip
buttons work. Your question is answered there.
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Audio clip buttons tutorial:

Q: How do the 4 audio clip buttons work?
A: To initiate playing an audio clip, click on
either the Speaker icon:

or the Speaker icon’s image of a Sound Wave:
To pause the clip once it is playing, click Pause button:
To resume playing a clip from the point where it is paused,
click either the Resume button:
or the Speaker icon:

Or, if you instead wish to play a paused clip
very beginning,
click directly on the image of a Sound Wave:

back from the

Q: In the first issue of Coach Says, you stated that we could
“save filled out order forms as either a 2-page PDF file or 2
separate screen shots.” Yet on page 54 of this current issue,
I only see you describe the screen shot option. Why?
A: I have Adobe Acrobat on both my Mac and PC. That program
automatically installs the Print-to-PDF option in the Print window.
Readers pointed out that if they did not have Acrobat on their
computer (and most of you do not), this option did not appear
in their Print window. One reader stated that there are 3rd party
options on the PC platform but he was getting inconsistent results
trying to use one of these options with different versions of the
Windows operating system.
Therefore, to avoid frustrating readers of this and future issues,
I am sticking with the far easier solution: screen shots.
As I am self-authoring the content, layout, and programming for
these issues, I am hoping to have the programming behind the
order forms functional by the third and final free issue.
Thank you for your patience.
In the meantime, please refer to the instructions on page 54
that list 5 more options that are even easier that screen shots.
You already know how to implement each of them. Betcha!
K. I. S. S. (Keep it simple, silly!)
8-)
Q: I thought these newsletters were going to be selfcontained multimedia PDF documents which we could save
to our desktops for future off-line reading, playback, etc. This
would work on the road without a fast Internet connection.
OK: this is mostly true. But why so many web links?
A: The nature of this issue’s central topics “Character” and
“Social Commentary” are tied to the news of the day. Therefore,
I have attempted to add some updates which require web access.
There is still much in text & audio clips for off-line use.
(Q & A continues on page 52)

iv
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Foreward:
The very next trend in keynote speaking & stand-up comedy

Monty Python and the Holy Grail (1975)
“It’s just a flesh wound!” has since become an
expression used by someone who ignores a fatal flaw
or problem, either out of optimism or stubbornness.

And

now for something
completely different.

~ Title of the 1971 film spin-off from the
television comedy series Monty Python’s Flying Circus
It often helps to “look outside the box” to refresh our worldview.
It is my hope that such an effort will inspire you to take your
speech or act in an entirely new direction. The trick? Change
your point-of-view to match the spirit of the times.
In this second issue of Coach Says, I will be expanding our
discussion into many art forms.



Plus, we will also re-visit both 1993 and 1963 to gain an historical
perspective, wedding past and present to engender a vision of
the very next, and perhaps most unexpected, trend in stand-up
comedy: keynote speaker or stand-up comic as hero.
For those implacably rivetted to either the past or the present
(like the soon-to-be-limbless black knight in Grail), a warning:
“Fasten your seatbelts, it’s going to be a bumpy
night!”~Margo Channing, All About Eve (1950)
Once you come out at the end of that night, I will be providing
clear guidance: how you can make some very necessary
adjustments.
Jim Richardson, editor
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Page Tip: to accommodate our Internatinal readership, please mouse over my
initial introduction of an unfamiliar word or concept. If you see your mouse’s hand
cursor extend its forefinger, then wait for the Tool Tip dictionary definition to appear.

Editorial:
Stand-Up Comic as Gunslinger
was a champion
or warrior . . . an
honorable knight.
While contemporary readers know the fictional
Arthur and his Camelot, we hear little of the real
paladins of King Charlemagne (742-814 A. D.), who
once enjoyed similar renown.~Wikipedia/Paladin

Paladin



Charlemagne girds Roland with a sword as the
King makes this paladin his right-hand man.
After Roland died in service, he got a statue (right)
and was celebrated in the Song of Roland which is
the oldest surviving major work of French literature.
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I will compare the classic
TV western hero literally
named Paladin to the heroic
characters now being played
by both:
• A top national keynote
speakers and
•One of the country’s best
stand-up comics.
Caution – it doesn’t matters
whether the chosen speaker
or comic is a performer you
like:
• Just apply the principles
outlined in this editorial to a
performer who is your favorite .
•Then, create your own abstract
character for your ideal.
•Finally, become that character.
I choose to use this dramatic
paladin character as speaker/
comic metaphor so that without
the distraction of jokes, you can
more easily see the wit-in-action.
Q: Just who is this keynote
speaker?
A: President Barack Obama
followed up his overwhelming 365 to 173 Electoral College victory
with a State of the Union address 2-24-09 that boldly laid out his
“initiatives not only on health care but on energy, education and
stabilizing the economy and housing markets.”
~ New York Times (2-25-09).



Naturally, the President has his naysayers amongst both poli
rivals and the usual ragged assortment of political pundits. But
the President wisely plays the hero in the JFK tradition, knowing
that in classic storytelling: the hero cannot be stopped.
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Q: OK. But can a stand-up comic ever be a classic hero?
A: Yes
Two days later (2-27-09), stand-up comic and radio host Steve
Harvey appeared on the Oprah Winfrey Show to plug his new
book Act Like a Lady, Think Like a Man: What Men Really Think
About Love, Relationships, Intimacy, and Commitment which had
hit number one on both Amazon.com and The New York Times
best seller lists.
Again, the performer assumed the heroic mantel of the actionfigure-who-cannot-be-stopped. As health care and education
are political sink holes, so male/female relationships are comedy
mine fields. Only the strong
need apply.
These two paladins are
stepping forth into the
contemporary virtual
version of the ancient
Greek city state:
mass market media.



Fast on their heels, that
most famous modern
reincarnation of the
parental paladin character
is scheduled to reappear.
In fact, TV’s Paladin is
slated for a movie western
version to be released in
2010. However, if the
recent 2007 juvenilization
of the classic adult
western 3:10 to Yuma
(1957) is any example,
don’t hold your breath.
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Creative control is king:
CBS-TV’s Have Gun - Will Travel (226 episodes, 1957-1963) is
the real deal. Richard Boone (1917-1981), as Paladin,
exercised a lot of
creative control on
this show and his
judgements paid off.
In the national TV
shows ratings, HGWT
usually ranked in the
top 4.
Lesson learned?
When you get cast as
the lead in a national
network TV series,
the bottom line is get
creative control of:
scripts, directors,
actors and all
promotions.
“Control the
means of
production.”

There is plenty
already written to recommend HGWT:

“Paladin drew a parallel between his methods and the
Knight’s movement in Chess: ‘It’s the most versatile on
the board. It can move in eight different directions, over
obstacles, and it’s always unexpected.’



“Paladin was a polyglot, capable of speaking any foreign
tongue required by the plot. . . .

“Many of the writers who worked on Have Gun — Will
Travel went on to gain fame elsewhere. Gene Roddenberry
created Star Trek,
Bruce Geller created
Mission: Impossible,
and Harry Julian
Fink is one of the
writers who created
Dirty Harry. Sam
Peckinpah wrote
one episode before
going on to write
and direct the
classic western
movie The Wild
Bunch.” ~ From
Wikipedia
“In creator Sam
Rolfe’s words,
HGWT’s success
hinged on the ability
of Boone to ‘play a
high-IQ gunslinger
and get away with it.’
“Boone’s intimidating growl, prominent nose and pockmarked visage physically distanced him from the standard
fresh-faced cowboy hero in the same way that his
character’s cultured background distinguished him from
those prairie-tutored rustics. After watching Paladin muse
about Pliny and Aristotle, one television critic marveled,
’Where else can you see a gun fight and at the same time,
absorb a classical education?’
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Have Gun Will Travel Theme Song

“The sophisticated elegance of Boone’s character
also brought him more loyal feminine fan mail than
was received by any of his more photogenic cowboy
contemporaries.

Click here:
“The Ballad of Paladin” audio only (2:08)

“Unlike the archetypal western hero, Paladin wore black
rather than white, sported a villain’s mustache, and wasn’t
enamored of his horse . . . declining even to justify its
existence with an appealing name.

Paladin, Paladin
Where do you roam?
Paladin, Paladin
Far, far from home.

“In the early 1960s, HGWT’s theme song, ‘The Ballad of
Paladin,’ became a hit single .

Have Gun Will Travel
Reads the card of a man.
A knight without armor in a savage land.
His fast gun for hire: he’s the calling wind.
A soldier of fortune is the man called Paladin.

“Occasionally, his unshielded self-sufficiency would cause
Paladin . . . to turn on his employers when he determined
them to be the unjust party. For a nation that, in 1957, was
just becoming politically aware of cowering conformity’s
injustices, this may have been Have Gun’s most potent, if
most understated, element.” ~Peter Orlick

Lyrics:

Paladin, Paladin
Where do you roam?
Paladin, Paladin
Far, far from home.
He travels on to wherever he must;
A chess knight of silver is his badge of trust.
There are campfire legends
That the plainsmen spin
Of the man with the gun,
Of the man called Pa-l-l-l-l-a-din-n-n.
Paladin, Paladin
Where do you roam?
Paladin, Paladin
Far, far from home.
Far from home.
Far from home.
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Episodes available on DVD and Internet
I recommend that you check out what episodes are currently
available on DVD as picture much sharper.

Paladin encounters characters
and situations very similar to
what you as performers run
into on the road. He relies on
his education and experience
to handle conflicts with
imperturbable self-possession.

The parallels
between the
wandering Paladin
and the traveling
speaker or
comedian were
so obvious as to
be inescapable.
Paladin encounters
similar characters
and situations you
as performers run
into on the road.

In Season 2, Episode 14
The Moor’s Revenge, Vincent
Price pulls off an Othello death
scene that . . .. But as comics,
you will especially
like it for the brilliantly shot
crowd reactions. And for theatre
fans, the menacing performance
by Richard Shannon as the evil
gunslinger is in itself an acting
lesson.
“Making Paladin’s task
tougher . . . is the presence
of a hotheaded gunslinger
(Richard Shannon) who harbors a passion for the
gorgeous Victoria.”
~ Hal Erickson, All Movie Guide

The first season is also online for free. To get the Paladin
dramatic vocabulary engraved into your head, please begin at
the beginning with Season 1, Episode 1 (25:51). Click here:
Three Bells To Perdido
The parallels between the wandering Paladin and the traveling
speaker or comedian were so obvious as to be inescapable.



This hotheaded gunslinger is like every mean drunk you’ve ever
had to squelch. Only Paladin does so in ways that even this guy
will accept.
In fact, it is Paladin’s life-long preparation for the job . . .. What is
his job? As he explains it, “To do what people either can’t or
won’t do.” Ditto. Your audience members cannot scale the stage
since they fear public speaking second only to death. Nor do they
regularly reveal the truth to one another because they either
can’t or won’t.
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Developing
speakers and
comics . . . suffer
from monotony
of theme and
technique.

The biggest mistake developing
speakers and comics make early
in the game is limiting their vision.
Put simply, too many suffer from
monotony of theme and technique.

We see that Paladin is well read
and can converse with people in
all professions, often knowing a
little more than they do about their
own line of work. What keeps him
on the top of his game is his catholicity of taste, . . . his varying
interests and his ability to see all sides of an issue.
No other gunfighter brings as much to the table.
An example of Paladin’s scientific mind at work is Season 1,
Episode 4 (25:58): Winchester Quarantine

What do you as a speaker or comic bring
to the table?
At the polar opposite end of the scale, think of the speaker or
comic who comes to this battle of wits relatively unarmed. He
only knows a few joke forms, formats and types of premise
routine – if any. The lowest funny folk speak only in puns and
body-function jokes. In their attempt to hide an absence of the
sophisticated written joke in their bastardized art, their delivery
often depends more on the heavy-handed sarcastic attitude than
a knowing character with twinkling eyes and sparkling wit.



Likewise, the dull keynote speaker reveals a simple-minded
adherence to easily accepted dogmas and never challenges

audience preconceptions. Even when, as Abraham Lincoln once
put it,
“The dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy
present.”
Obama updated this quote somewhat, sans Lincoln’s storm
metaphor, in his relatively prosaic speech at the 2008
Democratic National Convention August 27, 2008:
“We need a President who can face the threats of the future,
not keep grasping the past.”
Ever innovative, Paladin always challenges the status quo,
and moves actively to change the
situation. But whenever I suggest to
Paladin always
beginning speakers or comics that
they must not follow but always lead challenges the
the audience, the blood drains from
status quo
their faces. They look to one another
. . . just as you
with glances most quizzical and
desperate.
must not follow

but always lead
The audience is way ahead of
these beginners. They come
the audience.
inside the comedy club, looking for
your guidance, made all the more
palatable if you can provide an educated linguistic execution.
Paladin is both an artist and a businessman. Like your better
self, he is a peripatetic minister of righteous reasoning. His art
involves the judicial use of deadly force whilst you aims to kill
dem der audiences.
In our example performers, Obama is currently preaching the
benefits of his stimulus packages while killing off outmoded
political programs of both the Left and the Right. Harvey has his
check list for measuring the intentions of his daughter’s dates
before he acts to kill their chances.
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Why the name Paladin?

Historically, what is the authoritative root for this heroic use of
lethal force?

A) Paladins past:

“As a Knight with additional honors, the paladin was
entitled to exercise powers normally reserved to the
crown.”
You as speaker and comic have traditional powers over the
audience. The last speaker to rank only second to the President
of the United States in molding public opinion was Walter
Cronkite,
“The Most Trusted Man in America.”

The last comic with this power was Johnny Carson. Audience
response to his opening monologue was such an accurate
reflection of public opinion that it always had both ad men and
politicians rivetted.



Therefore, the office remains unfulfilled in both professions.
So, if you are out of work, apply!
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B) Paladins present day:

“Numerous modern role playing games as well as pieces
of fantasy literature make use of a ‘paladin’ character as
holy swordsmen who fight for ‘the’ just cause. In game
universes, the paladin typically has the role of a preserver,
protector or exorcist.~http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paladin

Set ups:

Nearly every HGWT show opens with Paladin’s pithy prologue
during which he succinctly sets up the story, much as keynote
speakers use set up lines for their key points and stand-up
comics use set up lines for their jokes.

Sadly, in our examples, neither Obama nor Harvey excel at their
openings. It is much more effective if you can
“get out of the chute fast!”

Deadpan:
Paladin speaks seriously with a deadpan.
But he is always ready to:
•Smile and laugh at a good joke.
•Or with (not at) the humorous behavior of eccentrics.
•Or at (not with) the idiotic antics of fools.
When comics use deadpan, some never smile. But the more
evolved approach is used by Bill Cosby: like Paladin, he smiles
every once in awhile, especially when he wants to be certain you
know he is just kidding.

•”I told a friend I wear this gun for survival. As bad as you
need killing, I’d prefer to live by that conviction.”
•“Elkins says you’re an honest man, Billy Joe Kane. Are
you? So far, I’ve seen you lie, cheat, steal and try murder.
You’ve tried everything but begging -- now, get down on
your knees.”
• “If I have wronged you, I apologize. If I have not, I hope
they hang you."



In a bit on the high cost of college tuition, Cosby jokes that:
“We have two other children who don’t want to be anything.
But we beat them up all the time.
(SMILES as AUDIENCE nervously titters.)
It wasn’t until recently that I discovered they were trying to
save us one hundred and eighty thousand dollars!”
Audience laughs and applauds heartily for 9 seconds = (:09).
From Cosby’s guest appearance on The Tonight Show
Starring Johnny Carson (1981).
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Paladn does not hestate to execute lethal judgment the
same way a political leader enforces the law or a comic will
mmedately censure a lar.

Fortunately, it now seems that he has since done some insightful
study of JFK’s wit.
Please keep it up, Mr. President!

If the kidnapped ship captain’s life is ever in danger, Obama
gves orders to shoot the Somal prates. They are shot same day.
Harvey deadpans tellng the young woman caller who slept wth
a guy on their 1st date that she is lying to herself if she thinks the
relationship is going well. Harvey has no fear of embarrassing
her on national TV. The truth is more important than her feelings
snce t serves the greater good. Whereas, handlng her wth kd
gloves could do more harm than good to the vewng publc.

Addressing the audience as equals
through use of metaphor:
Paladin speaks to intelligent people as equals, and knows that
Wtwitty
s characters
mostly can come from any social class or sex. And
such
lookng the way he does, he certanly
a matter of
never judges solely on appearances.
developed
After all, wit is mostly a matter of
developed ntellgence and an ablty
ntellgence,
to think in terms of comparisons.
and an ablty to Good speakers and comcs address
think in terms of those n the audence possessng ths
hgher conscousness.

comparsons.

10

Pror to hs 5-9-09 Correspondents’
Assocaton roast, Obama appeared
to be metaphor-challenged.
This exception is from his speech at the 2008 Democratic
Natonal Conventon, August 27, 2008:
“McCain likes to say he’ll follow bin Laden to the Gates of
Hell--but he won’t even go to the cave where he lives.”

Stand-up comc Harvey’s Detrot-auto-worker- probaton-perodused-as-a-datng-metaphor:
“In 90 days, they checked me out. They determined if I
was easy to work with, if I got along well with others, if I
showed up when I said I was going to show up, if I was
worthy. Before I could get the benefits.”
Gesturng to poltely ndcate Oprah’s body:
“You have all this. Why give away these benefits?”
Note: Although this HQWLUHepisode of Oprah has been taken off both
youtube.com and oprah.com, KHUHLVPLQXWHVDQGVHFRQGVRILW.
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Social interaction as scientific experiment:
Look at it this way: to Paladin, every social interaction is a
scientific experiment. We are seldom able to anticipate how
the dramatic or comic scene will turn. When it does, we find in
hindsight that Paladin has once again “put a spin on the ball.”
Delightful!
Refer back to the prologue for Winchester Quarantine as
Paladin speak calmly, with an almost parental gentleness
– ending with a sudden edge:
“There’s an irritating roughness about the way you people
speak. It makes me obstinate. If you want me to leave,
you’re going to have to make me.”
Obama is trying to re-open dialogue with various world leaders,
and tailors his invitations accordingly. He will even shake hands
with Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez and accept a gift book.
But on reflection, he later satirizes this action metaphorically:
“As hard as it is, we also have to talk to our enemies, and
I’ve begun to do exactly that. Take a look at the monitor
there.”
Shows slide of him sitting down in the White House with
an early 18th Century pirate sporting the typical black eyepatch, parrot and hook-for-a-hand. (:05)
“Now, let me be clear: just because he handed me a copy
of Peter Pan does not mean that I’m going to read it, but
. . .. (:02) It’s just good diplomatic practice to just (:02)
. . . accept these gifts (:02)~White House Correspondents’
Association black-tie dinner (5-9-09)
Unfortunately, the President miscalculates the effectiveness of
the sight gag which gets a Big Laugh (:05) which he cannot top
with either of his three Titters (:02). Instead of the bit building up,
it builds down. This suggests that in order to learn how comedy
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works most effectively, the President needs to fill his speeches
with many, many more jokes.

The Stand-Up in Chief
Harvey also sees every social interaction with the eye of a
scientist:
“We’re very protective. We mark our territory. If a man loves
you…he’s willing to profess it. He’ll give you a title after a
while. You’re going to be his lady, his woman, his fiancée,
his wife, his baby’s mama, something. If he’s introducing
you after six months, ‘This is . . . Oprah,’ you should be
standing there going, ‘This is going nowhere.’”
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Sexual heat:

Physically and mentally fit:

Witness his Svengali-like
development of female
gunslinger Ella West
from brat into a lady.
Script by Gene
Roddenberry, before he
created Star Trek.
Season 1, Episode 17
(25:54):
Ella West

If you lived through the
1960s, then you remember
how JFK began that
decade with new physical
education requirements for
public schools throughout
the USA. In that bygone
era, all who were qualified
to apply found
a college education well
within their financial grasp.

But our Paladin-of-All-Paladins is not just a pallid academic mind
in an era where one was expected to be either one thing or the
other. No, he is a well-rounded character throbbing with life. He
can make any woman laugh by whispering sweet nothings n her
ear. And when required,
he will not hesitate to
bring on the sexual heat.

Likewise, a great speaker
or comic can better
cement his relationship
with the audience. How? By picking at least one point during your
performance to let the audience know that you are made of flesh
and blood. Let us see you being sensual with a member of the
opposite sex, either playing off an audience member, another
comic on stage or playing both characters yourself.
At the Democratic National Convention, Obama entered the
stage and immediately crossed over to Joe Biden’s wife and
nonchalantly kissed her directly on the mouth.

12

In addition to flirting with Oprah, Harvey is visibly comfortable
with the openly gay Ellen, confidently clapping on her knee after
getting a big laugh at the end of his Detroit auto worker bit.

Indeed, Boone in real life, like his Paladin character, had a lifelong devotion to both education and physical fitness. He was a
weight lifter and boxing champion at Stanford University. Later,
he lead his own acting workshops in Hollywood before and
during the run of HGWT. Many of his workshop participants got
showcase roles during the series, and went on to become stars in
their own right,

Obama has set this goal
anew: both the President’s
daily workouts and
basketball playing are
well known. He advocates
universal health care.
And he wants a return to
education-for-all.
Harvey was on the cover
of JET last year,
“You can be 50 and
fly!”
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Art tops pragmatism:
Agan, I am not here to debate the current poltcal realty but am
instead focused on this President’s heroic story line.
Otto von Bismarck, First Chancellor of Germany (1871-1890),
famously said on August 11, 1867:
“Politics is the art of the possible.”
However, the job of the speaker or comic is pure art. Therefore,
everything is possible. As RFK put t:
“There are those who look at things the way they are, and
ask, ‘Why?’ . . . I dream of things that never were, and ask,
‘Why not?’”
This higher mode of storytelling has the performer presenting
the ideal as an instructional model:
“I know that the price of tuition is higher than ever, which is
why if you are willing to volunteer in your neighborhood or
give back to your community or serve your country, we will
make sure that you can afford a higher education.”
~ Obama’s State of the Union address February 24, 2009
“Every man has a plan. Women: find out his plan.”
~Steve Harvey

Civic duty:

13

This is one of my favorite HGWT episodes. I watched it again
recently, and the endng stll brought tears to my eyes. Maybe you
have to be a teacher to apprecate the premse to ths degree.
However, I can objectvely say that the scrpt by HGWT co-creator
Sam Rolfe is written to perfection, and it is cast like a major
moton pcture:
It stars Maran Seldes who won the Best Featured Actress Tony n

1967. She s stll workng at 80, and
was inducted into the Theatre Hall of
Fame n 1996. From 1967 to 1991,
she was a faculty member of the
Juilliard School of Drama, where her
students ncluded 5RELQ:LOOLDPV,
.HOVH\*UDPPHU:LOOLDP+XUW
Kevn Spacey, .HYLQ.OLQH laura
lnney.
Supportng cast:
Jack Albertson (won Best Supporting Actor Oscar 1969),
Andrew Duggan, etc.
Season 1, Episode 027 (25:52):
The Teacher
Refusing to revise the true history of the Civil War puts a
schoolteacher in partisan gun sights. But then, Paladin
decides to take a stand. He urges even those who may find
the truth she teaches painful to join his stand.
When the school teacher advses Paladn that she doesn’t have
any money to pay him, he is already ahead of her. He will forego
his usual $1,000 fee and
“think of it as a civic duty.”
The relative pittance which US Presidents earn speaks of their
commtment to publc servce.
Harvey is ready for any sexist accusations prompted by his
darng to advse women. Not only s he wrtng hs advce book
out of concern for his daughter but
“This is the first project that I didn’t do for money. Other
than my foundation—mentoring programs—everything I do
is for money. I tell jokes for a check; I’m on TV for a check.
… But this book I did purely to empower women.”
And you, too, will find circumstances where you will freely choose
to do your speech or act without charging a fee.
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Where we go from here:
However, both Obama and Harvey are still works-in-progress. At
the end of his first 100 days, most of the President’s proposed
programs have yet to be put into law.

how to sustain your heroic character throughout your keynote
speaking or stand-up comedy 50-year career.

And the comic is yet to transcend the false concluding premise
of most Hollywood movies: Harvey only advises women how
to catch the right man. The real story is just beginning when
the young couple finally come together at movie’s end. A good
beginning hardly guarantees a successful 50-year marriage.
In the next two articles, I will go beyond this point: I show you

14
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I am assuming you have read my editorial Stand-up Comic as Gunslinger, and am adding some follow-up material to this preview of
my audio/workbook package Making the Audience Like You a Lot.

Making the Audience
Like You a Lot
by
Jim Richardson
MAKING THE AUDIENCE LIKE YOU A LOT
Copyri by Jm Ri

Jim is a:
Keynote Speaker
Seminar Leader
Comedy and Speech Coach/Editor/Writer

Tax Deductible
All fees, travel expenses and meals related to this
seminar may be tax deductible as a business expense.
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All rights reserved by Jim Richardson. Except for
use in a review, no part of this audio/workbook
seminar may be reproduced or utilized in any form or
by any electronic, mechanical, or other means, now
known or hereafter invented, including xerography,
photocopying and recording or any information storage
and retrieval systems without written permission from
the publisher.
For reprint information, please contact:
Jim Richardson
ORGANIZED COMEDY
P. O. Box 992
Mill Valley, CA 94942-0992
415-877-4424
jim@jimrichardson.com
www.jimrichardson.com
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Note: the page numbers for this index refer to the actual workbook,
not the Preview pages found in this newsletter.
To find Preview pages, please click the navigation bar’s Contents button.

Click on speaker to start playing audio clip:
Jim introduces How to Make the Audience Like You a Lot
(1:37)
Pause

Resume
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Making the Audience
Like You a Lot

Have

you ever wanted
to make someone
like you?

Our unfocused society/audience/listener:
There is a cynical streak that runs thickly through the American
character. We have an occasional need to take a hard look at
the reality of our lives, then conclude with a smirk that everything
we do is stupid and the future hopeless.
Many people think this self-defeating process began in
the 1960s with the so-called “generation gap.” This lost

The easiest way to get people to
like you? Just imitate the little fellow
here holding the microphone. That’s
right. Whether you are addressing an audience of one or one
thousand, find as many excuses as possible to smile.
Work at it. By the end of this seminar, try to get your cheeks
sore from smiling too
much!
Remember the
cowboy in the movie
who wasn’t really
sure how to take what
the other character
just said? Our
cowboy was asking
for reassurance when
he insisted, “Smile
when you say that,
partner!”

17

Smiling is a good
start. But you need to
do more.

generation is said to have been created in reaction to the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy in Dallas,
Texas on November 22, 1963. The theory goes that this initial
mass alienation was further aggravated by the follow up
assassinations of Martin Luther King and Bobby Kennedy. The
topper? Alleged genocide committed by our military machine
during the extended war in Viet Nam (1964-1973).
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Click on speaker to start playing audio clip:
Jim tells about an interesting chess game on that day.
(2:03)
Pause
Oliver Stone, director of JFK, the movie critics have rated among
the best of 1991, calls the first of the three assassinations:
“The nightmare at the heart of the American dream. The
American public never bought it. Oswald. Lone gunman.
Bad guy shoots good guy.
“Why was Kennedy killed? Why was not a movie made
for 28 years? I ask these questions: I don’t know the
answers. . . . (New Orleans District Attorney Jim) Garrison
(in the movie), in a sense, stands in for all the research
community, the credible research community. And the
work that they did in uncovering the contradictions to the
Warren Commission and reconstructing our hypothesis as
to what happened in Dealey Plaza that day.”
(MTV’s The Big
Picture 1/2/92.)
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But plenty
of examples
testifying to the
darker side of
our national
consciousness
can be seen in
movies made
during the Golden
Age of Hollywood
in the 1930s
and 1940s. The
difference is that
back then there
were common
reasons for being
bitter, mostly
in reaction to
widespread
poverty.

Dorothea Lange’s Migrant Mother

Resume

Although we may be
returning to economic hard
times, now everyone seems
to have different reasons
for feeling hopeless. Poet
Robert Bly may point out
that men writing TV situation
comedies lacerate father
figures on a regular basis.
Bly concludes that this is a
result of the male writer’s
incomplete experiences
with their own male parent.
Examples of manipulative
but inept father-figures
Charlie Sheen/Harper
abound: Grandpa in
The Real McCoys (1957-1963), Dr. Heathcliff “Cliff” Huxtable in
The Bill Cosby Show (1984-1992), Al Bundy in Married . . . With
Children (1987-1997), Homer in The Simpsons (1989 - present),
Charlie Harper in Two and a Half Men (2003 - present), etc.
Audiences seem only to trust disillusioned characters who have
missed getting a major portion of the American dream. The
women are no more role models than are the men. Selfish,
self-interested, uneducated and borderline-poverty mother figure
Rosie on Roseanne (1988-1997) was the most popular female
character on television in her day.
Roseanne consistently ranked in the Nielsen top shows
listing for eight of its nine seasons. It reached its pinnacle
in its second season becoming the #1 most watched
television show in America. By Season 9, the show was out
of the top twenty, but it still managed to remain among the
Nielsen Ratings’ top 35 highest-rated shows with close to
10 million viewers. ~ Wikipedia
Her sarcasm toward her children would leave deeper emotional
scars in real life than we see on the TV show.
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The second most popular female figure was careerist Murphy on
Murphy Brown (1988-1998).
Candice Bergen won the Prime Time Emmy Award for
Outstanding Lead Actress - Comedy Series five times over
the course of the series, a record for a television actress in
a continuing role. After her fifth Emmy, Bergen voluntarily
withdrew her name from the Emmy nominations. ~
Wikipedia
Without the eccentric house painter Eldin Bernecky (Robert
Pastorelli) around for her to bounce jokes off, we would have to
face Murphy’s terminal loneliness with her.
I’m sure you have your own list of unsatisfying lead characters
who hardly fit the category of ideal role model. They populate
contemporary TV, movies, novels, people in the news, etc. It may
help to list them6DYH\RXUZRUNZLWKDVFUHHQVKRWRU3ULQWSDJH:

Male anti-role models:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Female anti-role models:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

19

8)
9)
10)
On a happier note, do the same exercise for positive role models
in popular culture today:

Male role models:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Female role models:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
Was the second exercise more difficult, perhaps seemingly
impossible? With few exceptions, as soon as we get a new
national role model, scandal almost immediately shatters their
public image. Our study in this seminar will concern those role
models who are currently held in high esteem, ones who have
survived the usual muckraking to endure. At least, they are still
viable positive role models as of this writing!
		
(That is to say, as of $SULO!)
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Click on speaker to start playing audio clip:
Jim expands on why these archetypes still have untapped power.
(:27)
Pause
Before we tackle the advanced problem of survival, let’s start with
the basics. First, we will re-examine those qualities common to
most role models.

The need for a hero/heroine:

Resume

Today, we have many partial heroes. This makes people wary,
and leads to a neurotic rejection of role models who once
seemed parental but have since gone astray to varying degrees.
We all believe in essentially the same archetypes. But that belief
has been shattered by these fragmented role models.

A fragmented society needs a hero to imitate. That hero may be
a stand-up comic starring in or hosting a national TV show, a war
hero, athlete, movie star, President, camp counselor, etc.
The business
office is a
microcosm of
our fragmented
society.
Therefore,
it stands to
reason that the
modern day
hero/manager
especially needs
to see himself as
a hero for his/her
staff to emulate.
Both staff and
manager also
need their clients
to see them
as heroes in
order to create
trusting business
relationships.

20

A typical fragmented role model:
The ultimate KnightMare
(groan!)

The pathfinder paladin
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Click on speaker to start playing audio clip:
Today, people do not have so much money.
Historically, that is precisely the time when they look for the hero.
(:48)
This seminar is designed to help you learn how to recapture the
feelings, and refocus on the reasons you got into your particular
line of work in the first place.
Positive
archetypes will
be illustrated
with examples
of successful
stand-up comics,
corporate
speakers, movie
heroes and
Presidents,
among others.
I show what to
do and what not
to do in order to
communicate
the most positive
message to
the work place
or any other
community.
Companies,
colleges, health
professionals,
etc., all need to
hear this story.
I am a keynote
speaker who has coached top corporate speakers, actors,
Comedy Competition and TV Emmy winners. My clients have
found creating role models to be central to their success.

21

Pause

Resume

Whether you are a manager or a member of the staff, you need
to get ideas across as quickly and cleanly as possible to fellow
employees and your clients. Creating a character, which you
play to your coworkers, makes it
easier for them to
understand your
message. Once
they identify with
you, then they
will hear what you
are really saying
at a gut level.
When you have
either a different
message or a
radically different
audience, you
can play different
aspects of your
character to get
your message
across.
You are probably
already doing this
at work, but at
a subconscious
level. Think about
it. You come
across differently
when you are
asking the boss to okay a project vs. asking the janitor to clean
a coffee stain out of a couch. You are the same person but your
role has changed, and you change with the role.
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Your Character’s Philosophy of Life
Must be Clear to Your Staff/Audience:
The evolution in the careers of two successful stand-up comics
provide excellent examples. In an interview with Tom Snyder on
the old NBC-TV early morning Tomorrow Show (1973-1982),

George Carlin revealed,
“I never was a radical. . . . It was important to look like the
people who felt like I did.”

22

Indeed, people today may be shocked to know that in the late
fifties and early sixties, Carlin had short hair, was clean shaven
and wore a suite & tie during his appearances on The Steve
Allen Show (1956-1960). He did an impression of the first mate

on Columbus’s Santa Maria dressing-down the crew at roll call.
He was sending up the absurdity of trying to maintain a military
posture in a situation where the crew gets no mail, and is also
starving to death. His references are clearly bouncing off the
military traditions from World War II and the Korean War.

Twenty years later, on October 11, 1975 he was hosting the first
episode of Saturday Night Live (1975 - present) with shoulder
length hair and a long beard. In his opening monologue, Carlin
touted the less militaristic aspects of baseball vs. the more rigid
-- and therefore, more militaristic – football. He is clearly courting
that show’s younger audience with its anti-Viet Nam War political
posture:
\DKRRFRPJHRUJHFDUOLQFODVVLFPRQRORJXHKWPO1
By the early eighties, beard and hair are trimmed for a week of
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guest hosting The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson
(1962-1992) when Johnny Carson is on vacation. Back to
addressing a Middle America audience, he makes fun of his own
changes by donning a woman’s big blonde wig.
“Stay with me one more time!”
When Joan Rivers is in her stand-up comedy mode, she plays

the nasty gossip. She aims her barbs unrelentingly at the public
images of famous people. However, during certain human
interest segments of The Joan Rivers
Show (1989-1993), she interviewed
ordinary people who had turned their
lives into pathetic messes. Rivers
was now the sympathetic mother or
older sister who seemed to sincerely
feel for these sad sack victims.
Again, the audience you have
targeted determines the aspect of
your character that you will select to
get a particular message across.

23
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Click on speaker to start playing audio clip:
Joan Rivers . . . the rest of the story.
(:57)

The Hero Cannot Be Stopped
We go back to the most famous of the
Greek tragedies. In Sophocles’ Oedipus
The King (aka Oedipus Rex 429 B.C.),
the city-state of Thebes is stricken by a
terrible plague which the gods will only lift
when the murderer of Thebes’ late king
is banished. Oedipus, the current king,
agrees to this proposition and sets about
to find the killer. He
does not realize that,
through a series of
remarkable coincidences, it is Oedipus
himself who is the
killer.

Pause

Resume

Thus ends your free preview of my audio tape/workbook package
Making the Audience Like You a Lot.
(For more information, see next page.)

His wife and brother-in-law know the truth,
and try to keep him from proceeding with
his investigation. But, since he is the king,
no one can stop him from doing what he
wants to do. He finds out the awful truth, and
his wife hangs herself. Oedipus puts out his
own eyes since they did not help him to see
until it was too late.
This concept of the hero as a person who
can’t be stopped against all odds is still with
us today. Joan Rivers’ father was a doctor
who was ready to have her
committed to a nut house rather than let her
continue with her show business career. But
she . . ..

24
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In the actual workbook, I expand from the
Table of Contents to demonstrate:
•From JFK’s actual speeches, just how he used both the
heroic role model and one of the 7 basic joke forms to win the
Presidential election of 1960.

Obama did not have to go this far as his opponents in 2008 did
most of Obama’s work for him by convincing the majority of the
electorate that both John McCain and Sarah Palin where
basically too nuts to run the country. If Obama has any real
competition next time around, it will be interesting to see what he
does with the sudden need of a full court press.

25
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•Then, I show what type of emotion works best with modern
advertising to sell product. You, as speaker or comic, are the
product and therefore, you can use this technique to effectively
advance your career.

•Note that in the HGWT theme song, there are these crucial
lines:
A chess knight of silver is his badge of trust.
There are campfire legends
That the plainsmen spin
In the Wild West, the only guy the plain men trust is Paladin. I
prove how the largest supermarket in the world became what it is
today by establishing trust. (No: I’m not talking about Safeway.
Largest single supermarket, not a large chain of supermarkets.)
Performers also need to brand themselves with a badge that the
good folks can trust.

26
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•I examine how a few public figures have maintained that trust
over decades via both what they say and their physical behavior
while they are saying those very good words.

•There is even a follow-up exercise based on one of these extra
readings that will help you both create and market your own
celebrity story line.

•And I take you through
three interactive
exercises that will
help you develop
heroic stories that
will sell your character
to the national
keynote and comedy
marketplace.

Such a deal:

As a perk for subscribing to my
Coach Says newsletter, I will
be offering discounts to paid
subscribers beginning with
issue four.
As an example, in this free
second issue I am offering you
the reader an 30% discount
on my Making the Audience
Like You a Lot audio tape/
workbook package.

•Finally, I give you an
annotated bibliography
designed to save you
time when you make
selections for further
reading. How? By
describing the value
of the books and
media recommended,
sometimes even
narrowing the good
stuff down to which
pages in a book are
must-reads. Or which
time codes to scrub
to within a video
recording. Not only
that, but I also show
you how to gain access to the only known recording of a major
comedy industry event. Shush. Don’t tell a soul!

27

For more information on this
limited time offer, just send
me an email 24/7 at this link:
jim@jimrichardson.com
Please use this subject line:
Coach Says, Vol. 1, issue ii
discount for AUDIENCE

8-)
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I am assuming you have read my editorial Stand-up Comic as Gunslinger, and am adding some follow-up material to this preview of
my audio/workbook package Social Commentary: Joke Formats.

Social Commentary:
Joke Formats
(a.k.a.: “corrective comedy”)
by
Jim Richardson

SOCIAL COMMENTARY: JOKE FORMATS
Copyright © 1991, 2007, 20 by Jim Ri

Jim is a:
Keynote Speaker
Seminar Leader
Comedy and Speech Coach/Editor/Writer

Tax Deductible
All fees, travel expenses and meals related to this
seminar may be tax deductible as a business expense.
28

All rights reserved by Jim Richardson. Except for
use in a review, no part of this audio/workbook
seminar may be reproduced or utilized in any form or
by any electronic, mechanical, or other means, now
known or hereafter invented, including xerography,
photocopying and recording or any information
storage and retrieval systems without written
permission from the publisher.
For reprint information, please contact:
Jim Richardson
ORGANIZED COMEDY
P. O. Box 992
Mill Valley, CA 94942-0992
415-877-4424
jim@jimrichardson.com
www.jimrichardson.com
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Note: the page numbers for this index refer to the actual workbook,
not the Preview pages found in this newsletter.
To find Preview pages, please click the navigation bar’s Contents button.

Click on speaker to start playing audio clip:
Jim introduces Social Commentary: Joke Formats
(a.k.a.: “corrective comedy”)
(:56)

Pause

Resume
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Click on speaker to start playing audio clip:
Use absurdity as common ground to change people’s minds
(1:50)
Pause

Social Commentary:
Joke Formats

To Be

Political, or Not to Be Political. Is that
really the question?

Business speakers and comics alike avoid political jokes, fearing
offending a member (or members) of the audience who might
hold an opposing view.

Resume

agenda, they will rank you with all suspect politicians. And
they will legitimately question whether you are presenting an
entertainment or propaganda.
The godfathers of American social commentary had this to say
about politicians —
Mark Twain:
“It’s so hard to find men of a so high type of
morals that they’ll stay bought.”
“An honest man in politics shines more than
he would elsewhere.”

Bolder souls mock this cowardice with such pronouncements as:
“Not taking a political position is in itself a political
position”
“You believe in freedom of speech as long as nobody
practices it”
“I have a mouth; therefore, I speak!”
Yet, there is a middle ground that meets the needs of these
opposing camps: social commentary. Here the initial intent is
merely to reflect a contemporary awareness of today’s issues.
What do people living today really care about?

30

Having identified such issues, commentators then attack human
activity from a commonly accepted point of view. That view is:
that everything we attempt in life has an inherently absurd
aspect to it. Since none in the audience can disagree with this
basic assumption, the crowd will be united behind the positions
you take. The danger to avoid: seeming like you have an axe
to grind. If the crowd suspects you have a hidden political

Will Rogers:
“Politicians are our only native
criminal class.”
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Oscar Wilde, An Idea Husband,
Act I, scene i (1895)
original text:

31

LORD GORING: Good evening, Lady Basildon!
LADY BASILDON [Arching two pretty eyebrows]: Are you
here? I had no idea you ever came to political parties!
LORD GORING: I adore political parties. They are the only
place left to us where people don’t talk politics.
LADY BASILDON: I delight in talking politics. I talk them
all day long. But I can’t bear listening to them. I don’t know
how the unfortunate men in the House stand these long
debates.
LORD GORING: By never listening.
LADY BASILDON: Really?
LORD GORING [In his most serious manner]: Of course.
You see, it is a very dangerous thing to listen. If one
listens, one may be convinced; and a man who allows
himself to be convinced by an argument is a thoroughly
unreasonable person.
Watch the DVD with eyes-on-script for what was censored from
1999 moviI can just tell you: everything after “don’t talk politics.”
loses somethiiThe acti
brilliant, if not whoever was . . . armed with scissors.
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Click on speaker to start playing audio clip:
More on “corrective comedy.”
(2:48)
Pause

Resume

Corrective Comedy

The Classic Wit

This is not to say that everybody and everything on earth is
stupid. The social commentator must selectively mock only those
folks who go beyond the pale. Never pity misguided creatures
who have transgressed against the socially acceptable: they are
fair game.

The comic as realist: the man who sees things as they are, not as
they should be.

Therefore, this is a very conservative brand of joking. It is
appropriately called “corrective comedy.” The point of the social

The English theatres were closed in 1642, and kept closed by
the Puritans for 18 years. In Restoration London (1660-1700),
upper-class playwrights became truth-seekers deigning to expose
hypocrisy in all corners of their society.

Sheep back in the fold
commentary joke is to bring someone back into the fold of human
society.

32

The purpose of my audio tape/workbook package Social
Commentary: joke formats is to demonstrate some simple
methods that will help you accomplish this clear objective. Our
focus will not be on what errors you should correct. That is up to
you. I will simply show you how.

“Persuading masks off is to make discoveries.”

In Shakespeare’s time, women were played by
young boys. But when the theatre was restored in
1660, women were finally played by women!
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Click on speaker to start playing audio clip:
Distinguishing the Wit from the Humorist.
(:38)
Pause

Resume

These brilliant men provide us the richest plays by wits to date.
Their witty characters followed these three seemingly simple
axioms:
1) Know thyself
2) Of nothing too much
3) Wonder at nothing.

2) The second set of characters are the fools who foolishly do
not live by these rules. They are often from the country or long
to live in the country where things are simple:

Two sets of characters run throughout the
plays:
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1) the wits who live by these rules as much as they can. After
all, to live by these rules exclusively would violate rule number
two. The wits are usually identified as those who love the subtle
complexities of city life:
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Since this is a question of urbane intelligence rather than social
position, neither class nor sex guarantee into which category any
character will find himself locked. That’s right: I said, “locked.” In
classic comedy, no one changes for the better.
Growth-movement seminars are neither offered nor sought. A fool
trying to evolve by hiring a wit for a tutor is shown to be all the
more a fool.
The fools are the natural victims of the wits, and are railed at
unmercifully in this brand of corrective comedy.
When Paladin steps off the stage coach at the beginning of both
Winchester Quarantine and Ella West, he does nothing to
interfere with the
Indian being beaten
half to death nor
to stop Ella from
shooting up the
bar. He sees both
events as business
opportunities and
soon is entering
lucrative contracts
with various parties.
He instantly see his
self-interest: to act
before being paid
would be too much,
and he is hardly
shocked by the
violence he sees.
This is the mind of
the classic wit in
action.

34

John McCain refuses to make eye contact with Obama in
their first of three Presidential debates which backfires
with the audience: in America, all men are created equal.
From the future President’s expression, we can see that
Obama is very amused.

During the Presidential debates, Obama let John McCain run
on long enough with over-the-top physical behavior to selfcharacterize himself as a grumpy old man. Sometimes it was
hard for Obama to keep from laughing at McCain.
Like the home viewer, Obama was struggling to be appropriate
for the occasion. But he caught himself in time, repressed the
smile as best he could, and resisted making any overt remarks
that might make him look like a jaw-dropping idiot.
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McCain appearing to go temporarily insane
Instead, Obama’s calm reply deftly showed that he knew himself
to be cool, calm and collected. What he actually saii
difference compared to the striking contrast in their physical
behavior. McCain was out of control whereas Obama appeared
Presidenti, set, match.
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Of course, maintaining a cool attitude 100% of the time would
be of something too much. Therefore, at the White House
Correspondents’ Association black-tie dinner in Washington,
D. C., for his stand-up comedy routine, the President pledges:
“In the next 100 days, I will strongly consider losing my
cool.” (5-9-09)

The Stand-Up in Chief
By and large, a good speech with many big laughs. However,
his over-serious final minutes killed the impact from these good
shots, and he left the stage to tepid exit applause. Still needed
work.
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Harvey knows that trying to advise women how to behave around
men is a loaded subject. But he also knows how far he can go
since he has raised a daughter. To bend over backwards in
response to any feminine sensitivity would be too much.
He is not at all amazed at the mistakes women make with men,
and directly addresses them with fatherly authority and manly
grace.

missed opportunity to make her laugh even harder. If he wins
over Oprah, he wins over Middle America.
Result: before the show is over, Oprah has invited him back
before an all-women audience March 23, 2009.
This is a career milestone which you, too, can watch for: when
the hostess of a top-rated national TV show asks you back onthe-air, rest assured: you have just done a brilliant job.

Not to flirt with Oprah while he makes his points would be a

36
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Click on speaker to start playing audio clip:
Why wit is the real gold!
(:52)

Pause

Resume

Wit continues to manifests itself in the works of modern novelists,
stand-up comics, movies characters and presidential speech
writers. You may have already recognized the wit’s attitude in
such diverse persons as William F. Buckley on his old PBS-TV
show Firing Line (1966-1999):

The Wit’s Victims
The wits might attack either the high or low in society, or turn
their barbed remarks in on themselves and their own failings.
Their language is as incisive and taut as the knight who
warned an upper-class audience at the premiere of Sir George
Etherege’s
The Man of Mode (1676):
“As the physicians by diseases live . . .
So, among you, there starts up every day
Some new, unheard of fool for us to play.”
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The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson
1962 to 1992:
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Novelist and historian Gore Vidal:
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Stand-up comic Rodney Dangerfield:
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The personas commonly played by actors Cary Grant and the great George Sanders:
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And the jokes delivered by Presidents John Kennedy and George Bush (W’s dad):
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How Humor WINS elections,
April 25, 1997,
Jim spoke at the Sonoma County Pachyderm Club,
Los Robles Lodge,
Santa Rosa, California.
Although the examples are slanted to the interests of this GOP audience, Jim would say much
the same to any political group or club, only the cast of characters used as examples would
vary. In other words, all political candidates have the same writing and performing problems to
address. Their success or failure to do so determines whether they win or lose their election.
Click here to view these 5 video clips (6:58 total running time) at:
http://www.jimrichardson.com/p/index.html

42
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Click on speaker to start playing audio clip:
September 4, 1981:
Will Durst give his vision of the pure stand-up comic.
(1:46)
Pause

Resume

The Wit as Speaker or Comic

You will seldom see wits exploiting props or sound effects.
These crowd-pleasing gimmicks belong in novelty acts.
From 1958-1974, social
commentator Paul Krassner edited The Realist, a satirical
magazine that boasts having Steve Allen as its first subscriber.
Krassner has been dubbed by novelist Ken Kesey “the dean of
American political satire.” Krassner attempts to address “the
hopes and fears of the audience.”

Exercise:
These are the current major hopes and fears of my audience
that I wi VDYH\RXUZRUNZLWKDVFUHHQVKRWRU3ULQWSDJH :
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
Social commentary is classical speech making & pure stand-up
comedy, what political comic Will Dust calls:
“The final frontier . . . where you use only three tools: your
mind, your body and your voice.” (1981)
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8)
9)
10)
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Socrates (469 BC–399 BC)
44

Plato refers to Socrates as the “gadfly” of the state (as the
gadfly stings the horse into action, so Socrates stung Athens),
insofar as he irritated the establishment with considerations of

justice and the pursuit of goodness. His attempts to improve the
Athenians’ sense of justice may have been the source of his
execution.
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Click on speaker to start
playing audio clip:
More on
Social Commentator’s persona,
gadflies
and
Joke Forms
vs.
Joke Formats
(1:33)

Pause

Resume

Joke Forms vs. Joke Formats
To serve the above noble ends while becoming the gadflies
of both business speaking and stand-up comedy, the social
commentator employs unique joke formats. Whether his material
is political or not, it must be funny!
In my audio tape/workbook package How to Write a Joke: the
7 basic joke forms and my book The Fundamentals of StandUp Comedy, we went over the seven basic joke forms. We will
now discuss formats within which to use those joke forms.

1) Introductory joke format: comic
identifies his character with his initial joke.
Examples:
Marsha Warfield sarcastically introduces herself as
“a virgin” (yes, she is lying!). (1981)

45

Mort Sahl sees himself as an inverted Will Rogers,
“An intellectual now making fun of the yokels in the White
House.” (1981)
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Exercise:
1:00 minute to prepare an Introductory Joke.
Pick a topic from your list of ten major audience hopes and fears.

Either that, or slip them into conversation with hopes they will get
it. Usually only works with smarter folks.
If you are driving along listening to my Social Commentary:

My topic:
This is my Introductory Joke:

Practicing Your Jokes
To practice your speeches and jokes, do you already have a
microphone in a straight-necked stand sitting permanently on a
pretend stage in your office, living room, or whatever? If so, great!

Joke Formats audio
tape in your car’s
cassette player, simply
focus on the car in front
of you as though that
driver could actually hear
your joke.
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However, you may complete all the exercises in this workbook off
stage in any number of real life settings: simply tell your jokes to
people you know.

And say the joke out
loud!

Hint: be sure you have their permission to tell them a joke before
you launch into one. Just ask:
“Would you like to hear a joke?”

In other words, it is key
to all joke-telling that you have someone to tell the joke to, real or
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Click on speaker to start playing audio clip:
Will Rogers on the Big Laugh vs.
the Thoughtful Joke that you will remember!
(1:27)

Pause

Resume

20 different real life situations playing to people that you do not
know). This will help cement it into your memory, long before you
dare to tell it from a stage to a big audience!

Audience Reactions to Absurdist Jokes
In conventional comedy, you are trying to reach 90% of the
audience with your jokes.
However, when you are addressing people’s hopes and fears in
the context of an absurd world, audiences tend to split apart.
Why?
Because your proposed solutions are likely to push their buttons.
No telling how vocal they may get, nor how goofy.

imaginary. Such practice will help you achieve a conversational
tone that will make it easier for the audience to hear your joke.

A person may:
1) become upset by your first joke
2) love your second joke just a little too much
3) feel neutral about your third joke, etc.

At this point in your studies, I am not concerned with your being
very original or even being funny! For now, just prove that you
understand the concepts behind these joke formats.

People who come to the show together may have totally opposite
reactions to your material from joke-to-joke, even if they are a
married couple. Perhaps because they are a married couple!

Resist the temptation to take a lot of time with these exercises.
Just get through this first one as quickly as you can, then get on
with the next one. Stick to the time limits. This is speed learning!

So, dealing with controversial audience reactions is a little trickier
for the speaker or comic than dealing with the more predictable
reactions to straight jokes:
• Speakers can expect to experience protests ranging from rude
throat-clearing to getting more questions than usual from the
audience.
•Comics can expect more heckling than with more simple-minded
material.

So, don’t worry about what you do. Just do it!
To repeat: write up one joke format, deliver that joke and then,
move onto the next joke format!

47

If you like one of the jokes you think up, immediately tell it oneon-one to at least twenty (20) different people off stage (i.e., in

The rule of thumb will be: expect the unexpected.
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heckle you?
What would your retort be to every one of these heckles?
In short, really do your homework!

First character’s heckle:
Your retort:
Second character’s heckle:
And keep your perspective. After all, you are now a wit.
Remember: no matter what happens, wonder at nothing!
At first, all this audience interaction may confuse you. But
eventually, you can get to like it.
Trying to decipher reactions will necessitate some Monday
morning quarterbacking. Then, you can create a better hot
comeback when that same reaction comes up in the future.

A good exercise:
Imagine you are a member of the audience hearing your joke. 		
What ways might you heckle yourself?
If you were on stage and received that heckle, how would you
squelch it?6DYH\RXUZRUNZLWKDVFUHHQVKRWDQGRU3ULQWSDJH

Your self-heckle:
Your retort:
Next, play several different characters hearing your joke.
In response to your joke, how might each character

48

Your retort:
Third character’s heckle:
Your retort:
Fourth character’s heckle:
Your retort:
Fifth character’s heckle:
Your retort:
You will be challenging people where they live, and can expect
them to react accordingly.
This can get to be fun!
§ § §
Thus ends your free preview of my audio tape/workbook package
Social Commentary: joke formats.
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In the actual
workbook, I expand
from the Table of Contents to demonstrate:
•When political campaigns for US President and nominations
to the US Supreme Court have been won or lost using social
commentary joke formats.
•Who is the worst national political campaign manager of all time.

•The thin barrier between the social commentator’s real life and
his dream life.
•The crucial differences between being a mere topical monologist
and the more highly evolved social commentator
•When the social commentator deliberately does not tell the truth.
And the reasonable justification for lying, even if you accidentally
end up telling the truth. Hey: it happens!
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•How to measure appropriate vs. inappropriate passion.
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•The best way to show
the audience that you
really are on an equal
footing with the great
figures of the day.

•An example of sharp wit corrupted by having an obvious political
agenda. Result: he can only play to the already converted. Boo!
•How to discover a wit who made predictions in his concise
analysis of the world’s trouble spots. Most of his predictions
have already come true!

•Getting the audience to
accept your treatment
of mean-spirited people:
what you can and cannot
get away with joke-wise.
•Changing audience
assumptions to lead the
crowd in an entirely new
direction.

•Where to find excellent
footnotes and a very helpful plot
summary for the funniest play
written in the English language.
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• Where to find free online
editions of the major
Restoration plays and a strongly
suggested reading order
so you can easily grasp the
plot vocabulary and customs
associated with these great
plays.
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•If your jokes deal with stress, a book that for you is a must read.
•Which three funny books offer a great summation of
management theory.

•Since, as Mort Sahl once said,
“most comedians are out of touch and have been for some
time,”
how you can get in touch and create the real jokes of the age.

•Good background for what happens when both politicians and
newsmen pull their punches regarding banking practices.
•Why most current stand-up comics and topical monologists on
national TV fail to do relevant social commentary. I refute their
common false rationales.
•Where you can find
“The last honest newspaper in America . . . fanning the flames
of discontent.”
Masthead quotes Joseph Pulitzer:
“Newspapers should have no friends.”
Very, very funny. As both speakers and comics, no matter your
individual politics, you will find an abundance of fresh points of
view and great jokes which you can quote.
•Finally, I give you an annotated bibliography designed to save
you time when make selections for further reading. How? By
describing the value of the books and media recommended,
sometimes even narrowing the good stuff down to which pages in
a book are really worth reading. Plus, I often reveal precise time
code to scrub to within a video recording.

Such a deal:

As a perk for subscribing to my Coach Says newsletter, I will be
offering discounts to paid subscribers beginning with issue four.
As an example, in this free second issue I am offering you the
reader an 30% discount on my Social Commentary: Joke
Formats audio tape/workbook package.
For more information on this limited time offer, just send me an
email 24/7 at this link:
jim@jimrichardson.com
Please use this subject line: Coach Says, Vol. 1, issue ii
discount for SOCIAL COMMENTARY:JOKE FORMATS

Click on speaker to start playing audio clip:
Mort Sahl is still right: to be in touch with the
times, do Social Commentary.
My 2 cents? If you do, you will be hired next!
(:34)

•How to gain access to the only known recording of a major
comedy industry event. Shush. Don’t tell a soul!
8-)
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Resume

Pause
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Q&A
(continued from page iv):
Q: Why are you not pointing out many of President Obama
and comic Steve Harvey’s presentation errors?
A: In my audio tape/workbook package “The Fundamentals of
Stand-Up Comedy,” you are given a scoring system to evaluate
stand-up comics.
You are asked to score several comics. Then compare/contrast
what separates the character of the comic having a successful
first-time national TV appearance from those not so successful.
This, to help you discover what makes these winners different
from the loser “saloon” players whose acts do not translate into
the “big league” of national television.
In other words, I encourage my students and clients to create
their own profile for the “ideal business keynote speaker or standup comic,” then live up to it.
Reason: anybody can be bad.
You are looking for techniques that will improve your act!
Therefore, in this issue, I am mostly focusing on what Obama
and Harvey are doing right.
Q: How can you coach and co-write for politicians from
either party?
A: In my comedy workshops, I coached students competing in
the same contest. Naturally, I would not reveal the strategy of one
student to another student.
Same difference.
Ronn Lucas said after I coached him to win the 1981 San
Francisco and National Comedy Competitions that he would have
been comfortable with me coaching another contestant. However,
I doubt that the extremists in either political party would go for that
in a general election.
Too bad: might be fun.
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Q: In the Tool Tips for images on pages 18 (top right
column), page 38 (left column) and 39 (right column), you
say some some pretty tough things about canned laughter,
deliberately obscuring the length of actual audience
responses & the current lowered standards for new comics
debuting on national TV. Can you back up these claims?
A: Good question: I have an extensive library of audio taped TV
appearances from the 1970’s and video taped appearances from
the 1980’s to the present.
Since you cannot fake genuine laughter, it is simply a matter
of clocking the number of laughs per minute (LPM) and the
length of audience response measured by combing laughter
and applause.
Note: When I started teaching stand-up comedy in 1977 and
coaching professional comics in 1981, I found that students and
clients might disagree with both me and each other regarding the
value of comics they disliked. The one common denominator that
everyone was comfortable using to measure all comics was their
LPM, length of response and exit applause.
This scoring system was critical during Comedy Contests for
evaluating the relative strengths and weaknesses of opponents.
I developed a system for reducing the opponent’s strengths and
exploiting their weakness which helped my students and clients
win most of the major Stand-Up Comedy Competitions in the
country, including the grand prize on Ed McMahon’s 1991 “Star
Search” TV show: $100,000!
Sure, there is a lot more to it than that. But it was a good place
to begin, and still is. The numbers don’t lie.
And everyone can use the same measurements and come up
with approximately the same results. Cuts down a lot of wasteful
arguing, and allows us to establish clear and concise goals from
the get-go.
When I click a link to a web site, why is the page missing?
Please see next page: how to help me update any dead links.
§§§
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Signing off for now:
That’s it for the second issue of “Coach Says.”
This issue was rather web-dependent. For our third issue, I
may attempt a more self-contained and video-centric approach.
This third issue will be the last free issue and therefore, contain
subscription information. Stay tuned.
Please forward this issue’s link to all your friends.
http://www.jimrichardson.com/coachsays/DUFKLYHVKWPO

How to help me update any dead links:

Please let me know if any of the HTML links in this issue fail to
bring up the intended web pages. Then, I will put updates here:
http://www.jimrichardson.com/coachsays/Vol_1issue_ii.html
See you next issue.
Warmest regards,

Subscribing, Removing, Duplicate
emailings:
To join my direct e-mailing list so you can:
1) receive the next issue,
2) get a chance to win a free comedy coaching and co-writing
appointment,
3) and be first in line for future offers,
please send an email to jim@jimrichardson.com with the
Subject: Subscribe to Coach Says
To be removed from this mailing list,
please reply with Subject: Remove
If you receive duplicates,
please reply with the Subject: Duplicate

Ordering my products and services:
Please see next page.

Jim Richardson
Comedy Coach and Co-Writer
Organized Comedy
Landline and messages 24/7: 415-877-4424
PO Box 992
Mill Valley, CA 94942-0992 USA
E-mail: jim@jimrichardson.com
Web SiV: http://www.jmrchardson.com/
KWWSZZZMLPULFKDUGVRQFRPVWDQGXSFRPHG\ZRUNVKRSFRPFRDFKKWPO
Tip-of-the Day (Rich Internet Application):
http://www.jimrichardson.com/ria/v/sm_loadMovie.html
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To order any of my products or services,
please go to the next two pages:

Order Form#1 = Products only on page 55
	Order Form#2 = Services only on page 56
Form #2 calculates sum of Products + s/h + Services.
These two Acrobat Reader forms have the most
comprehensive list of my products and services to date.
And they do the math for you! You can use your
desktop printer to print out just pages 55-56.
Plus, if you are staying in a motel without access to either
a printer or a fast Internet connection,
you can still save filled out order forms as 2 separate
screen shots; then at your leisure, once you are back
online, email them to me as attachments. Great for
“what if” budgeting. Just how cool is that?
How to capture a screen shot of both forms:
PC:
1) holding down your Alt key while you tap your Print screen
key copies the entire open, active window to the clipboard.
2) Next, paste it into either Word or an image editing program like
Paint or Photoshop.
3) Name & save each file.
4) Email me both files as attachments.

O4 still very effective 20th Century options:
*Phone or email me your order:
Landline and messages 24/7: 415-877-4424
E-mail: jim@jimrichardson.com
*Print just pages 55 & 56, then snail mail the print out to:
Jim Richardson
Comedy Coach and Co-Writer
Organized Comedy
PO Box 992
Mill Valley, CA 94942-0992 USA
*Forms on my Flash site can be submitted online right now. Click
OC button in navbar at bottom of this page to go to my Flash site.
Or use this link:
http://www.jimrichardson.com/ria/v/sm_loadMovie_content.html
Then, click the red buttons in the left column to bring up
information and links to order forms in right column.
*An old-fashioned HTML form can also be submitted online.
Click here:
http://www.stand-upcomedyworkshop.com/coach.html#orderForm

Mac:
1) use 3 fingers to hold down your Command +Shift keys while
you tap your 4 key to create a new cross-hair mouse arrow.
2) Then, drag that mouse arrow across the entire form. When
you release your mouse button, you will hear the sound of a
camera clicking as it takes a picture of the area you just selected.
3) this automatically saves the image to your Desktop as files
labeled Picture 1, or Picture 2, etc. Do this for each form page.
4) Then, rename these 2 new files, and email them to me.
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	ORGANIZED COMEDY
Order Form# 1 of 2

Products

Price Qty Total

Comedy Reviews & Interviews: 1977-79

0.00

1,000

0.00

Home Study Program
My entire Home Study Program

Today’s date:

21 hours audio & 1,200 pages workbooks

Name:
Street:

25

Stand-alone audio tape/workbook packages,
no pre-requisites

City:

Fundamentals of Stand-Up Comedy

350

0.00

How to Tell a Joke

50

0.00

State:

Zip:

on a Stand-Up Comedy
Stage, During a Speech and in the Work Place

Phone:

Cell:

Making the Audience Like You a Lot

50

0.00

How to Write a Joke:
the 7 basic joke forms

50

0.00

How did you find out about us?
TV Radio MySpace.com My web site
If you checked Other, please explain:

Other

How many hours have you been coached by Jim?

Choose from list

Stand-alone audio tape/workbook packages,
pre-requisites: see my web site
Editing Your Comedy or Serious Speech
into an Act

50

0.00

50

0.00
0.00

What was the last product or service you purchased
from Jim?

Improvisation: thinking on your feet
Topical Monologues: 11 Joke Formats

100

Payment method:
Western Union
✔
PayPal.com to my email address jim@jimrichardson.com
Check mailed to my P. O. Box

Social Commentary: 7 Joke Formats

50

Choose from list

Acting for Comics and Speakers
Simple Premise Routines:
Ideal and Classic Tirade
Complex Premise Routines
Selling Yourself During Interviews:
Newspapers, Radio & TV
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0.00

100

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

Tax (8.5%)

Reset Form

75

100

Subtotal —what non-Californians pay

Print Form

100

0.00
0.00

Grand Total—what Californians pay
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ORGANIZED COMEDY
Order Form# 2 of 2
Continued from previous page.
13-17

18-20

Price Qty Total

Coaching & Co-Writing 1/4 hours

50

0.00

Coaching & Co-Writing 1/2 hours

100

Coaching & Co-Writing hours

200

0.00
0.00

Script Marking: send me scripts typed WULSOH-spaced:

New clients, please enter your age:
Under 12

Services

I mark & send back to you at $50/page.

21-33

34-60

61 and over

50

0.00

Discounts for blocks of coaching and co-writing hours,
Paid for in advance:

Please check as many boxes as apply to you:
Stand-Up Comic Speaker Doctor Shrink Attorney
Politician Minister Business person Jokesmith
Sketch writer Sitcom writer Playwright
Screenwriter Other
Add more description of your job and goals:

50 hours: 10% discount

9,000

100 hours: 20% discount

16,000

0.00
0.00

150 hours: 33% discount,
includes my world famous
Home Study Program ($1,000 value)

20,000

0.00

Stand-Up Comics only:
This is the level I have already achieved in my comedy career:
Select one
I have averaged 3 or more paid shows/week this long:
never less than a month 2-3 months
4-6 months 7-12 months 1-3 years Over 4 years

Private 8 hours: one-on-one + materials

1,130

0.00

Semi-private 12 hours: 4 students, each
If more than 4 students: request quote

1,060

0.00

Throughout your 5 to 90 minute set, what is you average
Laughs Per Minute (LPM), only counting laughs that regularly get
3 seconds or more of combined laughter and applause:
1 LPM or less

Print Form

2 LPM

3 LPM

over 3.5 LPM

Professional Stage Movement for Comics & Keynote Speakers,
30% discount:

Total for Services on this page (no sales tax for services)

0.00

Total for just Products from previous page, including tax

0.00

Shipping and Handling for Products on your Order# 1:
First product on same shipment
Each additional item on same shipment
Home Study Program
Grand Total for Order 1 and Order 2 combined

10

0.00

5

0.00

60

0.00
0.00

Reset Form
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